In this paper we develop a new procedure for the optimal stack filter design under structural constraints, e.g. for minimizing an error criterion and simultaneously preserving the shape of some signals. The training framework for optimal stack filter design developed in [6] provides us with a proper setting for imposing structural constraints to the optimal filter, in order to preserve some desired details of the image.
INTRODUCTION
In classical optimal nonlinear filtering literature, the problem (quoted here a , s the "mixed" problem) of additionally imposing on the solution some structural constraints (e.g. preserving the shape of some signals), besides minimizing the MAE criterion, was one of the most important topics in developing the theory of optimal filter design [1] , [2] , [7] and [8] .
New types of solutions will now be developed for the mixed problem using the training framework [6] , shedding additional light into the power of this framework.
The target application here is optimal stack filter design for image restoration, the goal being the "most efficient" noise attenuation, imposing additionally the requirement that some types of details are preserved. Let us define a "feature" training set [6] built considering the same image (possessing the features we want to be preserved) as observed and desired, i.e. { & ( t ) } z l = the window sei! offeature image and {Df(t)}:Ll = feature image (Tf is the cardinality of the feature training set). As for the noise attenuation part, let us define the "noisy" training set, which contains in the position of desired set one "sample" image = {Ds(i!)}T<l, and in the position of the input set the sample image corrupted by noise (the corrupting process has the characteristics of the process which is supposed to act in future applications), i.e. {Xv(t)}T;l = window set of the corrupted sample image. 
THE MIXING PROBLEM UNDER THE TRAINING FRAMEWORK
A first attempt to solve the mixed problem is to join into a unique training set both the feature and the noisy training sets and then solve the optimal design problem for this unique training set, in the integer or binary domain. This procedure is not expected to offer a good solution since both parts of the problem are treated homogeneously, and the filter is allowed to mistake on the feature image subset, if these errors are compensated by attenuating better the noise on the noisy subset.
Optimal Stack ]Filter Design under Structural Constraints
We propose in the following a more refined procedure, that allows different weighting of the two parts of the problem, in order to emphasize the penalties for errors in the feature set in a flexible and controllable way. In fact, our procedure will offer an overall picture of the different types of solutions for the mixed problem. We will introduce the following criteria:
where 
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Applications of the Optimal Design Procedure
In the following we will discuss some very important issues for the application of the new design procedure in practice.
If the features we want to be preserved are too complex (they cannot be roots of any stack filter), then no solution which makes J T~ = 0 will be found in Step 4. In this case, one must modify the feature image keeping only simpler features and repeat the procedure until a solution satisfying the structural constraints will be found. This iterative process 1s very easily accomplished now, although in the classical approach, this task could require a huge effort for analytically studying what kind of roots can be obtained within a specified class and how the composition of 1.
binary roots translates to gray scale images. This approach has also the advantage that the interaction with the algorithm, for subjective settings, is made at a level very close to the application formulation. An alternative approach in the situation when no X is found for exact fulfillment of the constraints would be to consider as a satisfactory solution, the best approximate fulfillment of the structural constraint without trying to modify the constraint set.
2. When a proper structural constraint set is found, satisfying J T~ = 0, there may be more solutions which satisfy the structural constraints and are optimal with respect to the mixed criterion for different values of X parameter.
The meaning of these optimal solutions can be understood if the global training set is considered to be a mixture of a "clean" training subset and a noisy training subset. The ratio in which these subsets contribute to the global set is given by the value of X (roughly speaking, if e.g. X = 3/4, the global set is composed of 3 times the clean subset and 1 times the noisy subset). Consequently, varying X changes the SNR of the global set (it does not matter that the dependence SiVR(X) is not a linear one, but it is important that it is a monotonic one). Since when X is changed within its ( 0 , l ) range, there are only a finite number of different solutions, the following very important robustness property
results: Changang the SNR of a traaning set wathin an interval (the corresponding (SNR(X,-I), SNR(X,)) the optimal solution will not change.
3. Recall that for the class of nonlinear filters, the superposition principle does not apply, the properties with respect to the noise and the signal, which are derived separately for both cases, do not apply in the joint case, and only experimental studies can assess the extension of the results to the joint case, the only case of major practical importance.
Our results are very important in that they explain the behavior of the filter in the joint signal plus noise case and give (through the parametrization of the mixed criterion with X ) a superposition type procedure for deriving optimal filters.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two application examples, in image restoration, are shown next to illustrate the performance of the new optimal design procedure. Example 1: In the first example, the noisy set contains the desired image "harbor" and the perturbed image "harbor" corrupted at 5dB with additive i i d . Gaussian-contaminated noise at X = 0.1 (used also in The results obtained with FASTAF-SC procedure, for these noisy and feature sets are listed in Table 1 . There are only 4 Xchange's, meaning that only 4 different mixing situations will occur. Although there is no X for which the image from the feature set is invariant after filtering, it can be seen that the errors are decreasing as X increases, and for X = 0.995 the optimal filter will modify only one pixel of the feature image. Example 2: In this example, the feature set is a small square of size 120 x 120 from the image "harbor", selected in order to contain many straight lines with various gray levels. The noisy set contains the whole image "harbor" (perturbed at SNR=5dB) [5] .
The clean feature set, the feature set after filtering with the unconstrained optimal stack filter and the feature set after filtering with the constrained (at X = 0.993) optimal stack filter are presented in Figure 1 (Ia,Ib,Ic). Optimal constrained filtering of the feature image exhibits a higher subjective quality than unconstrained filtering, apart from the obvious improvement in the MAE values (from 4.5 to 0.256).
The details from the noisy image set and the filtered images ( with unconstrained and constrained optimal filters) are presented in Figure 1 (I1 a,II b,II c) . For illustration, we selected one part of the image containing many straight lines (like the feature image). The filtered image with the constrained filter preserves better the small details and the straight lines, when compared to the unconstrained optimal filtering output. However, the noise rejection capability of the constrained filter is worse than that of the unconstrained filter, but the procedure FASTAF-SC find many different values for the mixing factor X allowing to establish the most convenient tradeoff. 
CONCLUSION
The training framework provides a very flexible setting for imposing structural constraints on the solution, in order to preserve some desired details of the image. Additionally, our results are very important in that they explain the behavior of the filter in the joint signal plus noise case and give (through the parametrization of the mixed criterion with X ) a superposition type procedure for deriving optimal filters. 
